
A Sermon on Being a Dissident 

Sermon by Rev. Minister Angela Smith of COPE for January 10th, 2021 (and beyond) 

 

Today's sermon is about the importance of debate and intellectual sparring to 

sharpen/hone one's own position/argument while preparing for actual public discourse 

with hopes of achieving a viable objective to improve the quality of life for every 

individual.  The passage from the Bible is provided as inspiration or reference in regards 

to how disagreement among friends can strengthen both when seeking consensus as to 

what is reasonably true and viable.  Some things are a matter of opinion and arguably 

silly to debate like whether chocolate is better than strawberry as a flavor experience.  

That's a matter of taste and intelligent people understand some prefer chocolate and 

others strawberry when given a choice of either as an option.  But, some things are a 

matter of law and so understanding the law is necessary before suggesting changes to it.  

You could consider that in terms of a recipe for anything, including success, as well.  But, 

if you know the recipe for chocolate chip cookies and reasonably how one should taste, 

you don't add onions and hot sauce to it just because that's your idea and you want to 

experiment with a really good recipe arguably ruining it because maybe you have no 

sense of taste.  Even if you do suggest such an experiment or decide to add onions and 

hot sauce to chocolate chip cookie dough, it would be unreasonable of you to not expect 

some dissent and/or rejection of your concoction even if for some weird reason you like it 

and would use the same recipe again. 

 

Proverbs 27:17 (KJV): "Iron sharpeneth iron; so a man sharpeneth the countenance of his 

friend." 

 

Pariblis (Proverbs) 27:17 (Wycliffe): "Yrun is whettid bi irun; and a man whettith the 

face of his friend."  Modern English Translation by Rev. Angela Smith: "Iron is 

sharpened by iron; and a man sharpens the face of his friend." 

 

So, in consideration of Proverbs 27:17, I'm going to attempt to help sharpen the 

countenance of some of my arguable friends and/or reported allies to provide an example 

of how it is done.  The issue is some people who claim to be friends or allies of me, 

HEAL Mission, and/or COPE, are really into identity politics and demand everyone agree 

with them and never question or criticize because that's unsupportive.  They say "we are 

all victims and survivors so should just agree with whomever is controlling 

#BreakingCodeSilence (CAFETY and/or ASTART) while promoting inequality by 

silencing dissent within the "survivor community" and dismissing reasonable objections 

and suggestions either because they don't recognize equality and therefore wish to 

subjugate and exploit fellow victims/survivors or they are so stupid they think they can 

control the narrative and the rest of society doesn't have knowledge, experience, and 

opinions that may differ from their own or in full context undermine their objectives. 

 

I'd like to believe the issue that is clear and present is more a result of ignorance than 

malignant narcissism, but, based on the "blocking", shunning, tortious and/or criminal 

misconduct along with arguable willful blindness with attempts to coerce (and arguably 

simultaneously bribe) me into joining in willful blindness, where that's the only way I 



could even feign support for those engaging in wrongdoing that harms progress for 

victims/survivors of torts and crimes regardless of  setting, it seems it would violate my 

principles and progress to adopt their position or be subject to their coercive or 

manipulative tactics so I don't so adopt, instead I dissent in hopes that everyone's position 

improves for the sake of justice.  And, those who can't handle dissent should stay the fuck 

out of any matters of controversy because they are too stupid to participate effectively 

and when called out decide to avoid reality and become even more cult-like which will 

not result in legitimate progress nor effective redress of grievances/justice for 

victims/survivors. 

 

CAFETY (Community Alliance for the Ethical Treatment of Youth) historically argued 

that fraudulent and abusive programs were more ignorant than malicious and sought to 

improve the image of fraudulent and abusive programs (and hopefully their practices) 

before it had its nonprofit status revoked for embezzlement and supposedly disbanded 

just to reanimate now as #BreakingCodeSilence supposedly.  The original line-up for the 

2007 and 2008 Congressional Hearings was HEAL Mission, ISAC (International 

Survivors Action Committee), Michelle Sutton Memorial Fund, and Teen Advocates 

USA.  It was our work that resulted in those hearings.  And, survivors who were recruited 

by CAFETY reached out to me, ISAC, and others asking we work with CAFETY too 

because we should all work together.  ISAC was firmly against it and for good reason.  

But, CAFETY exploits and uses survivors to try to control and manipulate other 

organizations outside of CAFETY while hijacking and undermining progress and justice 

for survivors/victims.  This is why I consider it an astroturf organization that is likely 

responsible for the death of Jon Martin Crawford.  But, I loved Jon Martin Crawford and 

respect him too so I reached out to CAFETY and let them know about the hearings, 

otherwise, it would have been HEAL Mission, ISAC, Michelle Sutton Memorial Fund, 

and Teen Advocates USA testifying rather than CAFETY and ASTART. 

 

I'm now going to provide you with a summary of the issues so you understand why 

HEAL Mission/COPE see CAFETY and #BreakingCodeSilence as harmful to all 

survivors/victims and the overall effort for justice for victims/survivors.  I will say 

Wendy Leeds was the sentinel sent out most recently by the 

CAFETY/#BreakingCodeSilence people to try to get the HEAL Mission survivor e-mail 

database.  They do that under false pretenses at varying intervals, but, I can spot them or 

weed them out fairly quickly.  Leeds said she wanted to volunteer with survivor support 

and was a mental health professional as well as survivor of Provo Canyon School.  Then, 

she wanted the e-mail lists.  Then, just the Provo Canyon e-mail list.  I don't share the e-

mail/contact database with third-parties and always send out requests by third-parties to a 

bcc'd e-mail list (or lists) so they can decide whether or not to share their contact info 

with said third-party (even if it is a supposed volunteer or prospective volunteer for the 

HEAL Mission). Then Leeds decided she wouldn't be volunteering because she only 

wanted to help 1 or 2 survivors by providing free mental health services and not actually 

respond to multiple survivor requests.  Now, she's obviously and very publicly involved 

with #BreakingCodeSilence. 

 



 
 

The "This Is Paris" documentary was not initially to be focused on Paris Hilton, but, a 

documentary on Provo Canyon School's abusive history.  The production team was 

looking for survivors from the late 1990s and was consulting me/HEAL Mission 

throughout pre-production and production.  I do support Paris Hilton as a fellow Provo 

Canyon School survivor and actually told her team about the opportunity where I was 

later thanked by the production team because that means more audience-share.  But, I'm 

well aware that CAFETY zombies started their shit again and are pulling it again with the 

#BreakingCodeSilence thing.  And, they are free to do so until sued or prosecuted out of 

existence yet again.  Regardless, not the best way to advocate on behalf of the wrongfully 

institutionalized who were abused in segregated congregate care. 

 

Some of the amassed evidence showing that CAFETY and #BreakingCodeSilence are the 

same and involved in unethical, tortious and/or criminal misconduct is provided with 

brief commentary and screenshots below: 

 

2006/2007 e-mails to me from Bill Boyles and from me to Bill Boyles, Kevin August, 

Kathryn Whitehead and Charles King of CAFETY regarding their referrals to abusive 

programs/sites that promote abusive programs (I gave them the benefit of the doubt 

because I trust Charles King and Jon Martin Crawford whom I now believe were 

suffering undue influence and being abused/exploited by CAFETY).  The antiwwasp.com 

site was run/moderated/etc (or not, Bill Boyles contradicts himself on this point) by Bill 

Boyles (works closely with Chelsea Filer still) and Kevin August: 



 

 

 

 
 



 
 



 



 



 
 

CAFETY's corruption including e-mails from Nick Romano (HEAL Mission NJ, 

deceased and you can learn more about that at 

https://www.cope.church/blueskysermon.pdf ) expressing issues with CAFETY 

leadership and information showing mishandling of funds (and proof their nonprofit 

status was revoked by the IRS in 2012 is available at 

https://www.cope.church/cafetyrevoked.pdf ): 

 



 
 



 
 



 

 



 

 
 

Chelsea Filer was formerly with CAFETY (and showing my interactions with Filer where 

she represented CAFETY in the exchange) and is now organizing with or as 

#BreakingCodeSilence: 

 

 



 

Chelsea Filer's statements when asked about #BreakingCodeSilence and their funding 

(for full exchange, see https://www.cope.church/bcs.pdf with additional evidence at 

https://www.cope.church/bcs1.png and https://www.cope.church/bcs2.png .  ): 

 



 
It remains my understanding that if you seek to raise money and tell people it is for 

#BreakingCodeSilence when it is actually for National Youth Rights Association and 

maybe something other than #BreakingCodeSilence once the paperwork is complete that 

that's fraud and money-laundering.  I did pass the California State Bar First Year Law 

Student's Exam and know myself to be knowledgeable about the US Constitution, 

Criminal Law, Torts, and Contract Law. 

 

This is why I'm happy to be independent and work with my own team at the HEAL 

Mission and COPE while expressing concern for the safety of other survivors/victims 

who may be unintentionally supporting a criminal enterprise, committing fraud and all 

while claiming to be taking a stand against institutionalized abuse (including fraud, 

deceptive marketing, false advertising).  And, I also find it hypocritical to suggest HEAL 

Mission and COPE turn a blind eye to corruption, fraud, and the further victimization of 

survivors of torts and crimes because some people want control while HEAL fights for 

liberty and justice FOR ALL. 

 

For those who would like evidence that I was involved with the "This Is Paris" 

documentary or consulted throughout pre-production and production, here's some 

evidence for you: 

 



 
 



 
 



 
 

Whether the above helps establish for you where my frustration or tone may come from 

at times, is hard to say.  I admit to being imperfect.  But, I'm honest and truly a victims' 

and consumers' advocate exposing fraud and abuse regardless of storefront or cultural 

influences.  And, the criminals don't like it regardless of their storefront or cultural 

influence so they pull all kinds of underhanded shit, but, can't stop me or my team 

because we have a reciprocal relationship with the truth and continue to be on the side of 

truth so court isn't an issue for us or a very minor one when it does come up. 

 

It's up to #BreakingCodeSilence and anyone else referenced to debate what is shown here 

and reveal I'm in error on any point if possible.  If not, then my iron is sharper and I hope 

they understand my intention is to be helpful. 

 

Institutionalization is only lawful in the US if certain criteria are met and recognized by a 

court of law.  If seeking to institutionalize any individual (13 or older in most states), you 

need a court order.  To get such a court order (through family court or criminal court) you 

must prove that the individual to be institutionalized poses a serious threat of unlawful 

harm to themselves or others, or, the individual is incapable of surviving outside an 

institutional environment (i.e. someone in a coma who requires 24/7 medical attention).  

Institutionalizing anyone without a court order violates the Community Integration 

requirement of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and/or due process if the 

person to be institutionalized is not disabled.  There is no greater disservice to the call to 

stop fraud and abuse than to engage in it, which is legally actionable if victims properly 



report it within the statute of limitations.  It also reinforces that arguably some of those 

with CAFETY/#BreakingCodeSilence may have been institutionalized with a court order 

if their parents didn't do it privately to avoid public embarrassment even if the record 

would be sealed if involving a minor at the time.  However, such individuals do not 

represent me, HEAL Mission, COPE, nor in my opinion the teen liberty movement.  If 

you want to help children, youth, and parents in your life who need to prepare for 

independent living, please see the Emancipation Guide at https://www.heal-

online.org/emancipationprep.pdf .  That's what teen liberty looks like.  And, for those 

who have been harmed, e-mail me or see https://www.heal-online.org/shutdown.htm and 

https://www.cope.church/mission.htm (bottom of page) to learn how to go about getting 

justice, congress can't get you justice and the US Constitution protects civil liberties 

including the right to due process which may have been violated in your case. 

 

Five things I like(d) about CAFETY include(d) Jon Martin Crawford, Eric Norwood, 

Tony Connelly (briefly), Charles King, and I understand all of them left CAFETY prior 

to it being shut down or having it's tax exempt status revoked and I like that too. 

 

Five things I like about #BreakingCodeSilence include the uniforms (cute and simple 

black t-shirt), marches/protests (opportunities for arrest), being potentially "sponsored" 

by National Youth Rights Association rather than Youth Service America which was 

CAFETY's original physical address/sponsor along with ASTART, audacity, and 

commitment to free speech. 

 

For those interested in starting #TaoFu Self-Defense Exercises, please see 

https://www.cope.church/taofu.htm and begin at any time. 

   

There are opportunities to send messages, receive mystery bonus blessings, and more 

with or without donating available now on our "Pass the Basket" page at 

https://www.cope.church/basket.htm .  Thank You. 

 

"And ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free."  John 8:32 KJV  Willful 

blindness is an abomination. 

 

COPE accepts Feedback, critical and complimentary.  Learn more at 

https://www.cope.church/feedback.htm .  For the sake of keeping myself and others 

humble, a sense of humor is welcome on all sides. 

 

For More About COPE and the HEAL Mission, see: 

 

https://www.cope.church   and   https://www.heal-online.org 


